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People who lack strong relationships have 
two to three times the risk of early death,
regardless of whether they smoke,
drink alcoholic beverages,
or exercise regularly.
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What are the areas of your life;
that when people attack them,
makes you mad?
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Status Quo
Change your Attitude
Change your Behavior
Leave
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One Out of Four People
in this Country
is Mentally Unbalanced.
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Think of Your Three
Closest Friends…

If They Seem Okay,
Then You’re the One.
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Get “It” Done
Get “It” Right

Get Along
Get Appreciation
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Get “It” Done  - Controlling
Get “It” Right  - Perfectionistic
Get Along  - Approval Seeking
Get Appreciation  - Attention Getting
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Tonight, I thought my husband was acting weird. We 
had made plans to meet at a bar to have a drink. I was 
shopping with my friends all day long, so I thought he 
was upset at the fact that I was a bit late, but he made 
no comment on it.
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Conversation wasn't flowing, so I suggested that we go 
somewhere quiet so we could talk. He agreed, but he 
didn't say much. I asked him what was wrong. He said, 
'Nothing.' I asked him if it was my fault that he was 
upset. He said he wasn't upset, that it had nothing to do 
with me, and not to worry about it.
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On the way home, I told him that I loved him. He smiled 
slightly, and kept driving. I can't explain his behavior. I 
don't know why he didn't say, 'I love you, too.' When we 
got home, I felt as if I had lost him completely, as if he 
wanted nothing to do with me anymore. He just sat there 
quietly, and watched TV. He continued to seem distant 
and absent.
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Finally, with silence all around us, I decided to go to 
bed. About 15 minutes later, he came to bed.  But I still 
felt that he was distracted, and his thoughts were 
somewhere else. He fell asleep - I cried. I don't know 
what to do. I'm almost sure that his thoughts are with 
someone else. 
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My Harley wouldn't start today.
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Tank’s Intent:  Get It Done
Your Goal:  Command Respect

Hold your ground – don’t change position
Interrupt their attack – say their name
Say, “I want to get it done, too.”
Aim for the bottom line.
Speak in “I” language
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The Know-It-All’s Intent:  Get It Done
Your Goal:  Open Their Mind to New Ideas

Be prepared – know your stuff
Backtrack respectfully – needs to get done
Blend with their doubts and desires
Present your ideas indirectly
Turn them into mentors
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The Sniper’s Intent:  Get It Done /Apprec.
Your Goal:  Bring Them Out of Hiding

Stop - Repeat their insult as a question
Ask searchlight questions
Use Tank Strategy if necessary
Grievance Patrol 
Suggest a Civil Future
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Think-They-Know-It-All’s Intent: Apprec.
Your Goal:  Give their Bad Ideas the Hook

Give a Little Attention – Move On
Ask Questions: Who…What…When…
Tell it like it is.
Junk O’Logic - Say:  “I’m glad you brought that up –

that reminds me of what we were talking about.”
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The Grenade’s Intent:  Get Appreciation
Your Goal:  Take Control of the Situation

Get their attention – Call their name
Empathize
Reduce intensity
Take a time out
Grenade prevention – find the pin
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The Yes Person’s Intent:  Get Along
Your Goal:  Commitments You Can Count On

Make it save – like friends
Listen – Clarify - Acknowledge
Use the past as a case study
Get them to write it down - commitment
Describe negative consequences
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The Maybe Person’s Intent:  Get Along
Your Goal:  Help Them be Decisive

Establish comfort zone
Explore options and obstacles
Provide a simple decision making system
Reassure and ensure follow through 
Suggest better future because of honesty
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Nothing Person’s Intent:  Get it Right Get Along
Your Goal:  Get Them to Talk

Plan enough time
Ask open-ended questions:  What…How…
Lighten it up – Guess the reason
Level with them
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The No Person’s Intent:  Get It Right
Your Goal:  Fault Finding -Problem Solving

Go with the flow
Use them as a resource
Give them time to think
Go with the polarity response
Acknowledge their good intent
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The Whiner’s Intent:  Get It Right
Your Goal:  Problem-Solving Alliance

Listen – with pen and paper
Ask them to gather information
Shift to solutions – What do you want?
Ask them for suggestions
Draw the line
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You’re Going to Get It Done
You’re Going to Get It Right

You’re Getting Along
You Appreciate Them
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1. Move Closer
2.  Repeat to Yourself:  “This is a Game.”
3.  Picture them as a Metaphor.
4.  Don’t take it seriously:  Laugh
5.  Say something that doesn’t mean anything.
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6. Don’t say anything.
7.  Repeat:  “That’s an idea”  “That’s 

interesting”  “You’ve got a point”
8.  Become a Broken Record:  “I will need some 

time to think about that.”
9.  Cover your agenda.
10. Redefine winning.
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11. Make being a good listener a priority.
12.  Effective listening posture - STABLE
13.  Focus your Attention
14.  Visualize them as needing your Help.
15.  Keep an Open Mind
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FINISHED FILES ARE THE 
RESULT OF YEARS OF 

SCIENTIFIC STUDY COMBINED WITH
THE EXPERIENCE OF YEARS
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16.  Do not Interrupt
17.  Listen to Content – not delivery
18.  Use Listening Noises:  “I see”

“I understand”  “Go on”
19.  Take notes
20.  Provide feedback and verify
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A man and a woman,
who have never met before,
find themselves assigned to the same 
sleeping room on a transcontinental train.
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Though initially embarrassed and uneasy
sharing a room,
the two are tired and fall asleep quickly….
he in the upper bunk
and she in the lower bunk…
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At 1:00 a.m. the man leans over
and gently wakes the woman saying, 

“Ma’am, I’m sorry to bother you,
but would you be willing to reach into the closet to get 
me a second blanket?
I’m awfully cold.”
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“I have a better idea,” she replies.  “Just for tonight, 
let’s pretend we’re married.”

“Wow!  That’s a great idea!” he exclaims.
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“Good,” she replies.  “Get your own damn blanket!”
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21.  Do not Interrupt – Let them vent
22.  Use the person’s name to establish rapport
23.  EMPATHIZE
24.  Ask questions to clarify and resolve the 

situation
25.  Be positive – Remember the benefits
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26.  Say:  “What do you mean?” 
“How do you mean?”

27.  Confirm Agreements in your words
28.  Use “I will” rather than “I’ll try”
29.  Use “You can” to say “no”
30.  Use “Will you” to gain cooperation
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While attending a marriage seminar 
on communication, Keith and his wife 
Carolyn listened to the instructor declare,

“It is essential that husbands and wives know 
things that are important to each other.”
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He addressed the men, “Can you describe 
your wife’s favorite flower?”

Keith leaned over, touched Carolyn’s arm 
gently and whispered, 
“Pillsbury All-Purpose, isn’t it honey?”
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And thus began Keith’s life of celibacy.
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31.  Set Realistic Goals
32.  Think about it from the Difficult Person’s     

point of view
33.  Quantify the lifetime value of a DP
34.  Provide the Authority to others to resolve 

the problems
35.  Something a Friend would charge for?
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36.  Apologize and Fix while DP still there
37.  Explain How you do things – their         

advantage
38.  Measure Performance
39.  Differentiate yourself from others
40.  Understand your emotions

Senses/Interpretation/Feeling/Options/Express
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6 Perceptions:
Who I think I am
Who I believe you think I am
And really who you think I am
Who you think you are
Who you believe I think you are
And really who I think you are
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It may take people as little as 100 milliseconds to form an 
impression of another person – to decide whether he or 
she is attractive, trustworthy, competent and likable.

That’s less time than it takes to form a rational thought.
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Consistently:
Appear Warm & Friendly
Express Intentions and Motives
Demonstrate Trustworthiness
Be an Information Source
Develop Relevant Expertise
Project Dynamism
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41.  Give the Reason first to save time
42.  Laugh with them
43.  Smile on the telephone
44.  Personalize your work space
45.  Smile at everybody
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46.  Say:  “I look forward to talking with you,   
(Difficult Person’s Name)

47.  In one minute I can change my attitude and 
in that minute change my entire day

48.  If I was an actor I get paid to play a role. At 
work I get paid to play a role.

49.  Be the Role Model
50.  Understand Paradigm Shift
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